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Bringing art to articles of everyday life with constant quality in a changing world.

In The
Gallery...
Mackerel Sky presents, “Short Flights”,
a collection of small drawings and experimental calligraphic art by East Lansing
artist, Kate Darnell.
Most of the images in this beautiful
collection are smaller than 6”. The small
format is a crystallization of Kate’s
thoughtful, tender imagery. Included
in this exhibit will be the exciting
“premiers” of four short animated calligraphics set to music.
Kate explains: “This work
represents a longstanding
delight in still life, an intimate relationship with
letterforms, and a new
interest in movement
and time.
“The small format
serves a dual purpose
of process and result: a
way to work more in the moment, focusing on single objects. These are images
enclosed in a compact framed space but
often caught in mid-movement. The
graphite pencil continues to serve my fascination with surface, detail and light and
my decades long interest with still life as
narrative. Colored pencil drawings on
wood panels take advantage of the
unique surface qualities of wood, and a
more gestural drawing process exploring

TINY pots
The resurgence of interest in growing
succulents and air plants—easy to
tend in an
apartment or
small indoor
spaces—put
us on a quest
for interesting tiny pots.

movement through color and transparency.
In these drawings the difference between
still and not so still life is approached
literally and metaphorically.
“In this exhibit I am premiering four
short animated calligraphics: a series of
haiku about the relationship between
scribe and poet; between verbal and visual
word. Calligraphy influences everything I
do. Generally read for the meaning of

Eureka! Already in
store are three distinct styles of containers: fun, funky,
functional, ceramic
face and perched
bird cups by Ashley
Benton of Georgia, Glenda Rolle’s
colorful cast sand and resin vessels,
and Thomas Arakawa’s Japanese
inspired pots made specifically for
succulents. Hope you enjoy them.
words, it is also an art of shape, space
and movement. My calligraphic work
honors written letters, but the heart is
the rhythm and grace of gesture as,
stroke by stroke, the letters wander in
and out of the abstract. This interest in
movement and rhythm has taken my
work, literally, into the realm of time.
Animating calligraphy explores words as
readable communication in motion, as
well as abstract shapes and rhythmic
texture—each expression rising out of
the same letters but at different points
in time. Combined and set with music,
these become calligraphic dances.
“Although this exhibit includes work
in four distinct media, it is time and
movement that unite these ‘Short
Flights’.”
Please join us for a reception to
celebrate Kate and her new work on
Sunday, June 4, 2017 from noon until
4:00 p.m. and the opening of “Short
Flights” and the premier of her animated calligraphs. “Short Flights” will run
through July 30, 2017.
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GUYstuff

“Don’t you have any guy stuff?”
is a question we are asked occasionally.
Well, yes, and girls like some of the same
stuff. But with Father's Day coming up
we’ve made sure to add a few new items.
Front pocket wallets by Rogue Industries
in black or brown leather fit the bill for well made and guy-like.
Stainless steel pocket flasks can be partnered with our bar books,
bottle openers, and cherry wood six-pack carriers featuring the Great
Lakes, glassware with dishwasher-safe Charley Harper graphics, and
blown glass tumblers.
New handmade pens can be put in the breast pocket of one of our
Stormy Kromer vests. Summer Stormy Kromer hats would be a nice
gift heading into warm weather. And all of the other wonderful
selections you expect to find at Mackerel Sky.
G A L L E R Y
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